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Editorial
The first newsletter of
the new year, apologies
if it is a little late, I have
been suffering with
vehicle problems and
it’s taken rather
more of
Nicola Bayley
my time than I imagined
it would do. It’ll be nice
to be covered in mud
rather than oil and
grease for a change!

and
delighted
although
the
picture taken does
not exactly show
that.

What a fantastic turnout
at the Christmas party
and what a great
spread too! I would also
like to thank whoever
set me up for the Jim
Hay award. I was
completely
surprised

George Cheshire

Wet Sink Secretary
Andy Clark

Otter Hole Secretary

Big Cats?

Nicola Bayley

I saw an article in the Citizen and extracted the following from their
website.
“BIG cat believers and deniers have been out in force after an alleged

sighting in the Forest. John Powell and his Labrador cross TJ heard a
howl and saw green eyes, apparently a cat stalking them in woodland
near Ellwood. Big cat tracker Frank Tunbridge believes the noise it made
was that of a puma calling for its mate.”
If true it isn’t that far from Noxon Park.
Let’s be careful out there

New Members
A warm welcome to the following new members
Neil Shillabeer
Marshall Davies
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Nenthead Dates
APRIL:- 6th to 15th.
JULY:- 13th to 22nd.
OCTOBER:- 19th to 28th.
Bunkhouse self-catering accommodation at £14 per night, bookings to
mole@grottage.fsworld.co.uk.

Diary Dates
Weekend Trip – Otter Hole Wardens meet. Sat 21st April. 10.30am start.
Come along and prepare for the 2012 Otter season. Outside and in cave jobs
need doing.
th

Wednesday night trip – Wed 9 May - Cowshill Cave. Meet: 8.00. The
Chepstow Diggers have refocused their efforts here again. Hopefully there
will be a big breakthrough by now… Meet here:
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?x=356462&y=201624&z=120&sv=35646
2,201624&st=4&ar=y&mapp=map.srf&searchp=ids.srf&dn=886&ax=356462&
ay=201624&lm=0
Weekend trip – Sat 13th May - Wet Sink / Slaughter Stream cave – Trip to
end of Kuwait / or Remelt to try and establish connection. Ideally the Remelt
party would consist of a group at Fault Chamber and one at Molester. The
Kuwait party would be at end of dig in Kuwait. With the aid of shouting,
hammering and smoke, we will hopefully be able to sort out which direction to
dig in! (Remelt trip likely to be around 8-9 hours, Kuwait around 5-6 hours).
Please let me know if you are planning to come.
Wednesday night trip –Wed 6th June- Blakeney Stone Mine. Meet: 7.45.
Meet here :
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?x=366127&y=206999&z=115&sv=36612
7,206999&st=4&ar=y&mapp=map.srf&searchp=ids.srf&dn=886&ax=366127&
ay=206999&lm=0 You can park on road near phone box.
Weekend trip – Sat 10th June - Dan-y-Ogof. Classic. Please let me know if
you are planning to come.
Weekend trip – Mendips.6th – 8th July. To coincide with Priddy Folk Fair. Do a
bit of caving, listen to music and get drunk. What better way to spend a
summer weekend? Accommodation to be announced. Please let me know if
you are planning to come.
Weekend trip – Sat 12th August. Woolaston Wood Cave – Danny’s hard
hours have been rewarded with a good breakthrough. Still needs a lot of
stabilising at time of writing, but should be fine in a few months for a trip. Will
confirm closer to time if trip still ok to go ahead. Please let me know if you are
planning to come.
NB – The weekend trips will be on Saturday, unless Sunday is preferred by
the majority. If you fancy going on a trip, but can’t make the date – let me
know ASAP, and it should be possible to change a date or two.
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FODCCAG News
AGM;To be held at the GCRG Depot on Thurs 22nd March, 8.30 pm.
Please try and attend this event. FoDCCAG works hard on your behalf and this is your
opportunity to support the group and have your say.
WIGPOOL:Following a request from Jonathan Wright to discuss access to the Wigpool Mine
Complex FoDCCAG have agreed to be the point of contact for access to Wigpool, both for
FoDCCAG members (GSS, HADES, & RFDCC), as well as for guest visitors. A draft
agreement has been drawn up by FODCCAG and presented to Jonathan, who is presently
trying to locate a signed copy of the last access agreement that existed between Clearwell
Caves and the local clubs. (If either of the clubs has a copy, could you please send to me, or
Jonathon.
The locks on the gates to the following entrances at Wigpool, Meeks Hole, No 5, Foxes
Hole, Steam Hole, Sway Hole, & Gate Hole have all been fitted with a new lock. Keys for
these have been issued to the local clubs, GCRG and FoDCCAG. In addition, a winter lock has
been placed on No 5, as a condition of there being NO ACCESS during the bat hibernating
season. It is to be changed over to the normal lock once a suitable date has been confirmed.
This information will be circulated separately
The RFDCC keys are held by John Hine & Dave Tuffley, 1 each.
DEVIL’S CHAPEL:Maurice Febry & John Hine have produced an invited draft agreement, to include guests from
non-FoDCCAG clubs. This has been submitted to the Lydney Park Estate but despite many
prompts for another meeting, none have been forthcoming.
Work continues.
NOXON PARK:Some time back the Noxon Park Area was fenced and gated and the Std Forestry Locks
fitted. It has been noted from recent trips that some of these locks are not working. It is planned
to carry out a full service of the locks in Early March. If you visit the site in the future and find a
problem with a lock could you please report this back to John Hine who will undertake a
replacement.
Due to unusual weather conditions experienced this year, water levels approximately 3
months ago were lower than seen 35 years ago. Since then the levels dropped surprisingly
even lower, possibly lower than any caver alive has seen before. Over last few months there
have been a number of diving trips into the mine and this has allowed the divers to link up
various sections of the mine. We look forward to seeing the surveys they have drawn up.
If you visit the mine please DO NOT Touch any of the Diving Lines
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A surface watercourse re-instatement project started in the mid 70’s may be partially
responsible for the low water levels, by preventing water from entering the iron measures. It is
the intention to carry on with the work to improve the water flow during the following months, to
perhaps enable the lowering of levels even more. If anyone is interested in this project, please
contact me at:- mole@grottage.fsworld.co.uk
Please note that for visitors who are not members of the local caving clubs Noxon Park
is on Forestry Commission Land and access is managed on their behalf by FoDCCAG – permits
for trips are required and are issued by the Permit Secretary, Dave
Tuffley permits@fodccag.co.uk

John Hine (Mole)
Hon Secretary, FoDCCAG
secretary@fodccag.co.uk

Cabsav Occasional Digging Diary, by Ian Healey

15th June 11:
This is now my sixth digging trip in Cabsav since I started digging back in February and
although I’m only averaging once a month I now feel like part of the team. Not
everyone makes it every week but out of around ten people there are usually about half
a dozen of us who turn up on any given Wednesday evening. For the last few months
we’ve been digging in the floor of Cascade Chamber and steadily unearthing a vertical
rift going down that has been in-filled with rubble and mud presumably at the end of the
last ice age.
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Jan is at the bottom of the dig filling a bucket with rocks, which I then haul 8m up the
pitch using a rope running over a pulley wheel. I then tip the rocks into another bucket
made from half a barrel and pass it three metres across and up to the bottom off the
top pitch where it is hauled to the surface and the spoil is subsequently dispersed to fill
in the surface shake hole. I then lower the first bucket down to Jan and the process is
repeated.
I enjoy the teamwork involved in the process and the shared sense of purpose. We’re
all working together for that ultimate reward - to find virgin cave passage and be the
first ones to see it. This is true exploration and there’s not much of that left in this world
and even less in our small country. The only real wildernesses left for us to explore in
the UK are underground. Places never yet visited by humans and yet less than ten
miles from my home.
Trust becomes an essential part of the work. I am very aware that I must not let the
muddy rope I am pulling on slip through my hands. The bucket of rocks is akin to the
weight and size of six or more house bricks and I don’t want to drop them from twenty
feet on to Jan’s head. He doesn’t say anything but he doesn’t want me to drop them
either!

In many respects we are working in isolation in our respective jobs with communication
limited to shouts of “OK!” when a bucket is ready to be hauled. The sense of
camaraderie however is enhanced when we discuss progress in the pub later and
speculate on how long before we break through. There’s optimism that it can’t be
long…
27th June 11:
Jan e-mails the digging team to report that after a dig on Saturday he did a last
explosion to break up a rock at the bottom of the 2 nd pitch (Cascade Rift) and the way
is open for a descent of what he thinks is a 7m metre deep pot that is 2.5m diameter
and possibly with a continuation pitch below. He was unable to explore these as he
was at this point on his own and had left a rescue call out time of 10pm that he needed
to be back in time to cancel. He finishes his e-mail with, ‘I expect I'll see you all
Wednesday evening then, with both your digging and exploring hats on’.
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29th June 11:

Dan at Entrance to Cabsav

Looking up 2

nd

Pitch

I arrive at the parking spot and chat with Dan who is also getting geared up and share
the sense of excitement. As we walk down we bump into Tony who discovered the
shake hole in 2007 and started the dig a year later. He has been doing some
scaffolding at the bottom of the second pitch and mentions a couple of loose boulders
to watch out for.

I’m the first to climb down the second pitch and find the boulder that Tony had
mentioned. It’s about the size of a small microwave oven and is poised over a metre
high drop down into the 3m tube passage that leads to the top of the third pitch. The
boulder is wedged between the walls and held in place by a small plum sized stone.
Dan lowers the crow bar down on rope and I use it to knock the stone out and the
boulder soon follows crashing down into the passage below.
Dan comes down and I get nervous that he will knock an even larger triangular boulder
down on to me. One angle of the triangle is resting on another small rock that sticks out
forming an enticing step. I fear that if it is stepped on it will lever the one ton boulder
free from it’s precarious position and it will fall down on to me below. For now though it
needs to be left alone and treated with caution.
I ask Dan to pass down a lump hammer and crawl over the top of the boulder I have
previously dislodged and down into the confined space at the top of the third pitch. I
start to knock off projections of rock in this awkward area.
Dan is now down and is also worried that Jan has arrived and is working above him.
We decide to go on down and he belays me down the third pitch and I’m the first
person to ever land on the pebbly floor at the bottom. Looking on I can see the next
pitch that Jan has speculated seeing. This will need more rope and anchoring
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equipment before it can be descended and I think that it should be Jan or somebody
else who should descend it first.
While Dan abseils down the third pitch to join me I go off to explore a dry muddy rift
going off from the base of it. It ends in a mud choke after a short way but must go
somewhere and is another lead that might get dug sometime.
Back at the base of the third pitch I shout up for some scaffolding bar and rope to be
lowered and having received it set about creating an anchor at the head of the fourth
pitch. I also get a ladder passed along that I tie to a projection of rock and lower down
the pitch. By the time Jan is down the belay is ready and he clips on and descends
while I lifeline him. I take a poor photo to record this momentous occasion – the first
descent of the fourth pitch. We’re all excited and hoping that from the base of the pitch
there will be a choice of ways on all stomping off into the hillside.

Jan on First Descent of 4th Pitch

Jan Looking into Downstream Tube at Bottom of 4 th
Pitch

I clip into the lifeline and climb down next. Landing at the bottom of the Fourth pitch it
becomes apparent that the water that is splashing down it quickly disappears under a
knee-high overhang. Closer inspection reveals that it looks like the cascading water
has broken through the sidewall of a body-sized tube that carries a small stream. The
small flow of water from the upstream end is a new water source from somewhere
unknown. The two or three centimetres deep flow of water probably just about exceeds
the volume of water cascading from the pitch above to join it.

Jan puts his head and shoulders into the downstream part of the tube to have a look
and I take a photo of him before he quickly decides it is too wet and tight to push at
this time. While Dan descends the pitch to join us I climb up the back of the chamber
to see if there is any higher and drier way on.
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There is certainly a narrow rift at the back of the pitch that at first looks promising but
quickly proves to narrow down to nothing. I spot some nice calcite flowstone towards
the top that had previously escaped my attention. After climbing back down to the
foot of the chamber I take my turn to lie on the floor in a puddle and poke my head
into the downstream tube to see what lies ahead.
It looks just about passable for an average sized caver but is tight, wet, cold and
uninviting and in the four metres I can see before it turns a corner it has no appearance
of looking like it is going to get bigger. I too choose to decline the lure of virgin cave
passage until wearing a wetsuit on another occasion. We had hoped that on reaching
the bottom of the pitch there would be any easy way on - ‘passages measureless to
man’ heading off into the distance. There is still a way on but not one of the proportions
that will allow us to stomp off at an enthusiastic walking pace on this night.
30th June 11: E-mail from Dan –
“I took the opportunity to don my wetsuit and have a look up and down the new
streamway. The upstream section got tight very quickly - I pushed only a metre or so.
Downstream was a bit more interesting. I squeezed down, with no helmet, for about 2/3
metres, until getting scared and deciding to work my way backwards. The passage got
slightly tighter, but looked like it opened up again. There was also encouraging sounds
of water rumbling around the corner...”

6th July 11:
Dan offered me the opportunity to go first into the downstream passage. This was an
offer I’d already decided I wouldn’t be declining if it came my way. Dan had been in for
what he called his ‘clandestine trip’ a few days before and in his subsequent e-mail had
mentioned the possible sound of falling water around the corner from the three metres
progress he had made before reversing out. The lure of pushing virgin passage and
perhaps reaching another drop and enlarging passage beyond was enough for me to
not decline the offer and hand it back.
I knew the passage would be very tight and decided it was best to move as unrestricted
as possible. I took off my caving oversuit and belt and was now just dressed in a long
john wetsuit and a fibre pile ‘Buffalo’ top over it. I also took off my caving helmet and
instead donned a thin neoprene skullcap that I hoped would offer some protection from
knocks as well as the cold and wet conditions. I lay down on the floor and wriggled
under the overhang and out of the light cascade of water falling down the fourth pitch
from above. Things were far from dry however in the shelter of this small tunnel, the
water from the cascade joined with the upstream water from another inlet that came
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into the chamber and the two combined to flow along the floor of the narrow low tube.
I pushed my helmet and light ahead of me to illuminate the way forward and laying flat
out on my stomach began to make slow progress forward. Cold water quickly soaked
through my clothing. I inched my way forward by pulling on elbows extended in front of
me and pushing with toes. My fibrepile ‘Buffalo’ top had a pertex outer that caught on
the rock projections on the walls of the tube and at one point I heard and felt a tear.
The top had a crotch strap to stop it riding up and I was not impressed when I felt the
buckle snap undone – this could make retreating backwards particularly awkward!
I pushed on forwards heading to a bend to the left that was obscuring the view on. It
was beyond this that I was hoping the tube would enlarge and possibly reach a
cascade down into further enlarging dimensions. I wriggled onwards and passed the
bend without particularly noticing. My concentration was on feeling my way forward and
trying to push my helmet and light in front of me. Water was now flowing up inside my
top and billowing out the sleeves but I didn’t notice the cold.
I continued thrutching forwards, a bit at a time and it got me perhaps eight to ten
metres in from the entrance of the tube. I was now the first person to ever see the view
ahead. I could see a further four of five metres and the prospects didn’t look good. The
passage, which had so far not enlarged at all, now began to get gradually lower until it
looked as though it was only about 6-8cm high. The width was much the same as the
rest but the lowering height was a big disappointment. Not only did this prevent further
progress at this time, it was also probably too long to make it practical for further
pushing in the future. I wished I had a better light that would provide a clearer view
ahead but couldn’t see well enough to see if there was another pitch or enlargement
beyond the constriction.
I slowly began to make my way back and soon discovered, as I had suspected, this
was much harder than forward progress. I had to feel the way with my feet and pull with
my toes and push with my arms. My fibrepile top began to ride up my back becoming
caught on the sides and roof of the tunnel and the sleeves began ballooning up with
water that was flowing in. My rucked-up top was snagging and the extra physical effort
added to the claustrophobic feeling. To make matters worse the light on my helmet
began flickering and occasionally going out as I dragged it backwards. Fortunately I
had a small back-up torch strapped to my helmet that I had also switched on, but this
appeared to have batteries that were running out of power and it emitted only a feeble
light.
I just needed to stay calm and take it slowly. The chance of getting physically stuck
was still low if I took my time and felt my way back carefully to avoid snagging my
bunched top. Eventually I felt the cascade on the back of my legs and knew I was
nearly out. A few more grunts and contortions and I thankfully arrived back at the
bottom of the fourth pitch and was able to stand up and rearrange my clothing and
breathe a sigh of relief. I didn’t imagine myself hurrying back in again in the near future.
26th Oct 11:
Jan was away and the six of us who turned up at Cabsav decided to dig in the Muddy
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Rift off from the third pitch. This was a softer option to otherwise digging in the squalid
conditions of the Right Hand Upper Stream (RHUS). While we were digging Rhys had
another look into the upstream tunnel at the bottom of the fourth pitch. He claimed he
had passed the constriction that Dan had reached and got to a point where the height
of the passage diminished to a handspan but could see through the gap a larger
stream running left to right. If this was indeed the case then the dig in the Muddy Rift
could well break into this.

2nd Nov 11:
I was hoping to take a look at Rhys’ discovery to give a second opinion and hopefully
confirm if it did indeed offer a new option for further exploration. In the event Jan was
keen that we didn’t waste the labour we had and that we dug again in the RHUS which
required that all five of us to work as a team. I was positioned third up the RHUS. Dan
was working up front at the physical limit of the passage. He was lying in the liquid mud
keeping his head on it’s side to avoid getting his face in the mud and was scooping
mud and stones behind him by hand. Jan was then moving the excavated sludge down
the passage and kicking it in front of himself while lying on his back.

I was positioned at a corner about seven metres down the passage and could see a
moving wall of mud and water being kicked towards me like a slow motion avalanche.
As Jan’s wellies got closer to me I cowered behind the drag tray using it as a shield to
avoid mud and water being kicked in my face. Once the slurry had reached a stop I
began to scoop it by hand into the drag tray, all the time lying on my lefthand side to try
and avoid getting one half of my body soaked as I pulled apart the mud dam just in
front of me. This was uncomfortable work and after a while my shoulders and arms
were aching. Once the tray was loaded I shouted to David who pulled the tray on back
to the bifurcation where it then got pulled further back by George who then squashed
the sludge into various nooks and crannies in the stream passage.
Jan described digging conditions to be the worst he had ever encountered and that it
was difficult to imagine any worse. Conditions deteriorated the closer you got to the dig
face and ranged from unpleasant to where George was positioned to down right
squalid where Dan and Jan were working.

We were all relieved when the shout came up the tunnel that it was 10pm and time to
leave. Outside it was unseasonably mild but I imagined and knew what it would be like
emerging in the same state but in cold winter conditions and did not relish the prospect.
I could envisage that enthusiasm for digging this part of the cave would quickly wane in
the coming weeks if prospects did not improve substantially.
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30th Nov 11:

Jan Descending 3rd Pitch

Jan in Dry Bypass at Bottom of 4th Pitch

On getting down to the top of the third pitch I could see that Jan had been busy there
since I’d last been down. It was now a roomy enough pitch head for getting on to the
ladder when before it had been an awkward backward wriggle.
The week before Jan had drilled and blasted the roof off a small tunnel entering over
the top of the upstream tube at the bottom of the fourth pitch. It was hoped that this
small entrance would lead to a passage that would bypass the constriction that Rhys
had seen when he viewed what he thought was a larger stream beyond.
By the time I reached the top of the fourth pitch Jan was chucking rocks out of the dig
site. As soon as Rhys and I sorted out a rope over a pulley wheel and lowered a bucket
down, George began to fill it with rocks. Rhys began hauling it up the 7m pitch but the
bucket was dragging against the rocks and snagging. We needed to work out
something different. Unfortunately there was no hang-point for the rope to create a
clear haul. In the end Rhys elected to lower down a couple of metres on a rope and
hang out above the pitch. He was then able to act as a ‘human deviation’ and redirect
the rope as I pulled it up to avoid the bucket catching.
We soon had a system going – George filled the bucket, I hauled it up with Rhys’ help
and passed it to Dan, who passed it to Tony, who chucked it at the bottom of the fairly
spacious third pitch. Jan had previously calculated that if we got 30 tons of rocks we
would be able to build a stairway up the height of this 5.5m pitch! After an hour the six
of us had probably only managed less than a ton.
Fortunately it didn’t look like it was going to take another 29 weeks to break through.
Jan shouted up for someone skinny to have a look at the dig. Rhys and Dan both went
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down the pitch and took it in turns to have a wriggle into the sandy body sized passage.
Both retreated after reaching a constriction at about 4 metres. By the time I arrived I
was not optimistic of getting any further but decided to have a look anyway.
When I got to the constriction I quickly decided it was possible to get past. I tried
wriggling through straight away but it was tight and I decided to be patient and spend a
couple of minutes scooping away a little more sand from the floor. The sand was soft
and loose and easily cleared to the sides. More contortions and the familiar feel of Cab
Sav’s embrace and I inched my way forward pushing my helmet ahead of me. I had to
do a diving position, with my arms extended in front in order to get my shoulders past,
but before long I was through. A little more flat out crawling and I made another six
metres progress to arrive at the opening into a chamber. I excitedly shouted back to
Dan “It’s getting bigger, it’s getting bigger!”
A thin projection of rock made access into the chamber a little awkward but it looked
vulnerable and a hard palming with my right hand broke it off and allowed me to crawl
forwards and down into a small river chamber. I was hoping to find a way on but
looking in all directions it became apparent that there was no immediate way forward.
The water was welling up from below – a ‘rising’ sump. I could see down about two
metres through the clear water into a narrow rift with ledged walls but there was no way
on upstream.

‘Rising’ Sump Chamber

Downstream from ‘Rising’ Sump

Downstream the water went through a bedding about a handspan wide and I quickly
decided this was what Rhys had seen from the other side in his exploration up the
stream passage. The way the water welled up and swirled around the chamber would
easily have met his description from an obscured view point of a larger stream crossing
left to right. The confusing thing was that there appeared to be much more water
coming up than I had remembered coming down the inlet into the fourth pitch chamber.
Did this streamway divert off elsewhere and was the inlet into the bottom of the fourth
pitch just an overflow?
The only other way in the chamber was up and it did indeed have an aven like
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appearance with the roof rising up to four metres in a couple of places before it became
blocked. The way up was likely to lead up to the Muddy Rift dig off from the bottom of
the third pitch. However my feeling of orientation was suggesting that I was off to one
side of this. An accurate survey at some point would decide this or perhaps a sound or
smoke connection next week would prove a connection.
14th Dec 2011:
A good turnout tonight with eight of us heading into CabSav. On reaching Cascade
Chamber at the top of Pitch 2 it is quickly obvious that there’s quite a lot of water
coming in. It wouldn’t be much fun in the upper streamways with this amount of water
and looks to be more than we’ve seen since about Feb, after such a dry Summer and
Autumn.
The plan for tonight was to survey the newly found dry bypass going to the Sump and
finish clearing the rubble at the bottom of the fourth pitch that is blocking up the
entrance to the lower streamways. Dan is first to brave the cascade falling down the
fourth pitch and shouts up from the bottom, over the noise of the water, that the bottom
of the chamber is three feet deep with water.

Evidently the lower streamway is sumped and backing up. I can well believe it having
been in there and seeing how small it gets. This is a bit of bad news as the plan was to
continue hauling out the rubble at the bottom and it was presently all under water.
Perhaps it was just as well that the rubble is under water as there was unlikely to be
too many volunteers to crouch under the waterfall scooping it into a bucket anyway.
The dry bypass to the newly discovered sump is clear of the water and that is the good
news as the plan is to survey this recently explored extension. While Rhys and Dan do
this, Ade, David, John and I decide to dig in the muddy rift off from the bottom of the
third pitch for something to do. First I bang a lump hammer on the rocks near the base
of the muddy rift and hear a faint tapping back from Dan. It doesn’t sound that close to
me but then Dan is down in the sump chamber which is up to four metres high and is
presumably tapping low down with just a crow bar. He later reports hearing my banging
loudly. Later still the survey suggests that there is only about a vertical metre and
about five horizontal metres separation.

Footnote:
Please note this is just an occassional personal diary account of digging in CabSav that
features some of my personal contributions and involvement but is not at all
representative of the efforts of all the diggers. I have only played a small part in the
work that has gone in but have been fortunate enough to be involved in some of the
resulting discoveries.
Ian Healey
Jan 2012
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Christmas Party Pictures
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Nenthead
My annual trip to the lead mines at Nenthead, arriving in Alston the highest town in England the
wind was piercing cold like the middle of winter This was the food stop to get supplies in the Co-op
before going even higher on the moors to the Garrygill activity Centre which holds 65, we only had
about 12 of us with cavers coming and going all week.
Our first trip was into Middleclough Mine at the head of the Nent Valley. The entrance was dug out
again about 3 years ago after a collapse and the water level dropped to above the knee. The
passage goes ½ mile straight into the hill side before the first junctions and then curves to a major
junction with writing on the wall with dates of 1878, all the miner have added their names. At this
point the water is all red ochre and colours one red. We continue on past shafts going down 100ft
till we arrive at a mine working area with stopes going up, the ladders had all rotted.
Our Mission was to bolt belay rope across a shaft in the floor of the passage to make connection
with other mine working if a rescue was needed later. All of us were able to cross using the belay
and explore the mine end workings.
The rescue way out was an abseil down a series of shafts to lower workings about 250ft. On our
return it was still daylight and we could see the entrance daylight ½ mile away as we all paddled
through water with red ochre into the daylight and the biting cold wind.
Returning to the base at the bottom of the Nent Valley we changed and had to wash in the stream
to remove the Red Ochre then shower when back at the activity centre
The next day was helping with conservation work on the old Whitesite mine which is a listed area,
removing the grass in front of one of the walls of the old Mines Shop, other work on the site was
repairing wall and clearing the stream way all part of the Nenthead conservation area.

My final day was a trip over to Frosterley the other side of Stanhope in the direction of Newcastle
to explore Harehope mine worked in the 1850 with a Horse Gin and the wheel of the gin was
separate from the Horse Gin. This was very large and intact. Crossing a large water filled shaft in
the floor using a fixed belay we came into a passage with a 40ft water wheel for pumping water
from a lower workings of the mine.
We were all told by our guide the water level would be just above the knees, it was not and up to
my chest, we only had normal dry kit as our wet suits were back at base!
Malcolm Castle.
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RFDCC Clothing
As part of the forthcoming 50th celebrations (and because it’s a good idea
anyway) Nicky has arranged to get some shirts with the club logo embroidered
on. The logo will be about the size and shape to fit on a breast pocket. If you
would like to order some of this most elegant and flattering apparel then you
can use the form below (or make up your own provided it contains the same
info.) and send it to Nicky Bayley, 67 Templeway West, Lydney. GL15 5JD.
nic@palmcons.co.uk
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Newsletter Correspondence
Malcolm White
6 Gray Close
Innsworth
Glos
GL3 1EE
01452 731379
crickleymal@btinternet.com

We’re on the Web!
See us at:
www.rfdcc.org.uk

